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President’s Message 

 
The car show activity in Northern California slows down dramatically this time of the year, but not so 

on Southern Vancouver Island.    Lots of opportunities to show our cars are available to us year round 

here in Greater Victoria.  February’s Sunday Run was a great example with 34 cars and 46 folks out 

for a great event. The Coffee Stop at Accent Inns gave us a great welcome, and included some tours of 

the hotel.   We all look forward to the opening of the new restaurant in the next few months. 

 

The next Sunday Run is March 15th. 

 

Our group  hosted a great tour for the Vancouver folks which included a tour of Harvey’s, with a sec-

ond tour of the Sidney Plating Shop and featured a sit down lunch for all.   I had the opportunity to 

meet with many of these members, and they were very pleased with our hospitality and want a group 

of us to come to the mainland and enjoy a day there. 

 

The work is ramping up for this years Swap Meet, and I know that both Karen and Dave are looking 

forward to making this the best ever event.   Volunteers are still needed to get this done, so please con-

tact Bill B. for the Swap Meet and Liz for the concession.  Folks are needed for both the Saturday and 

the Sunday events.   Volunteering for two or three hours is a small price to pay for what the Swap 

Meet revenues do for our membership.   A big cheer is needed for the  volunteers that work  to get this 

done. 

 

We are still looking for an Entertainment person for meeting evenings.   There are lots of ideas that 

have been given, but we need someone to put it together. 

 

With Becky’s health improving, we expect to have more of our cars out this season.   I look forward to a 

great year of good friends and our cars. 

Dave 
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2015 Executive                Committees 
President   Dave Rogers   Membership    Jane Thomas 

Vice-President  Chris Bauer   Sunshine     Dolores & Don Stevens 

Secretary   Bill Bouchard   Website/Facebook   Liz Taylor 

Treasurer   Brent Morrison  Tours     Heinz Mueller 

Directors   Marc Brown   Entertainment 

    Harvey Sherman  Chapter Correspondent  Don & Dolores Stevens 

    Jane Thomas   Chapter Newsletter   Bill Bouchard 

    Jim Morgan   Corn Roast    Dave Wallace    

Governor   Brent Morrison  Swap Meet    Dave & Karen Hilder 

Past President  Paul Taylor   Restoration/Preservation  Harvey Sherman 

               Gordon Thomas 

               Bruce Hopkins 

         Auctioneers    John King 

               Heinz Mueller 

               Reg Potts 

 

Happenings: 
Sunday runs:  Sunday, March 15  Hosted by Bill and Lois Bouchard.  

    Sunday April 19  Hosted by Harvey Sherman and Marc Brown  

 

General Meetings: Tuesday March 3  No entertainment scheduled as of printing 

    Tuesday April 7  Don Stevens showing Harry Page slides and looking for 

         member participation in identifying some images. 

    Tuesday May 5   Don Stevens with the second half of April presentation. 

 

Membership:             If you haven’t renewed your membership please contact Jane Thomas. The end of       

                           February is the deadline to have your information in the National Roster. 
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Victoria’s 2015 

SWAP MEET           
SUNDAY, June 21, 2015 

 7 am to 4 pm         Saanich Fairgrounds 

 

This following is great sales pitch, coming from past co-chair Dave Rogers, in response to a comment he 

received about our Swap Meet being on Father’s Day this year.  Dave “dressed up” his reply. 

 

I was not aware, however what better way to start off Dad’s day than to look through Harrison’s Auto 

Event List and realize that there is a Fantastic Swap Meet happening in Town.    Dad, the kids and Mom 

hop into the pickup and get to the Free Parking Area at the Fair Grounds after paying the low entrance 

fee of a Toonie each.  Walking into the main Building, they all want to start with a Great Ham and Egger 

at our VCCC Café, and then  a great stroll through hundreds of booths of used/new vintage/collector auto 

stuff.     

Kids and Mom can enjoy the morning as well, helping Dad carry all the stuff/treasures/rusty bits, back to 

the pickup.  Noon they can enjoy another great meal with Dad, enjoying the VCCC almost famous Ham-

burger  and chips, before Mom and the kids head out to the field,  to carry more of Dad’s new treasurers 

back to the pickup. 

Once done the rounds twice, Dad states firmly that next year he is going to look at Harrison’s Auto Event 

List early and often, and then book a few stalls at the VCCC Swap Meet for 2016. 

A wonderful year for Dad, Mom and the Kids, all thanks to Harrison’s Auto Event List.    Their new hero! 

 

Dave 

To continue with the success of this swap meet requires membership involvement 

through volunteering.  Our new co-chairs are Dave and Karen Hilder.  They volunteered 

for this major responsibility and now we need full volunteer activity from our members.  

Contact Paul or Liz Taylor to volunteer in the cafeteria and for the outdoor responsibili-

ties contact Bill Bouchard.   
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MAY TOUR 2015 

RALLY IN THE VALLEY 

Hosted by the CENTRAL FRASER VALLEY CHAPTER 

MAY 8TH TO 11TH, 2015 - ABBOTSFORD 

The Theme for this year’s May Tour is the 1950’s era with the featured vehicles being from 1957. If you 

plan to attend the May Tour this year please register early. Check online for registration forms and other 

details - www.vccc.com/events and click on the May Tour logo. The registration deadline for having your 

car judged is April 15th. Join with other Victoria Chapter members and cross over the pond to this May 

Tour that is close to home. 

 

Wet, Wild, and Winnie 
Weather is a factor in determining the enjoyment of our Sunday tours and on this Sunday that factor 

was strongly tested.  Our Sunday runs have not experienced moisture for well over a year and we were at 

the point of not expecting to use our windshield wipers however along came Sunday January 18.  The 

early morning did not bode well, but as the day advanced we were ready for a drier and sunnier after-

noon. The drive was enjoyable as the day slowly improved to the point of no gale force winds, only limited 

moisture and a hint of blue in the sky.   

We could have reasonably expected only a few people to gather for this tour that was arranged by Liz and 

Paul Taylor, but there were 24 members with mostly modern cars on this day.  The Taylor’s had picked 

up on the fact that this was the birthday of Winnie the Pooh. So it was with Tiger and Eeyore leading our 

group that we set out for a 90 minute drive over about 32 miles that ended in Langford.  

This day brought out the hardy folks for Sunday runs and mostly the modern vehicles.  Thanks Liz and 

Paul for your efforts and the arrangements at the Langford White Spot.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karen and Patricia are dressed appropriately for the start to this run, but the weather did improve. 

Liz and Paul  have this run organized, with run sheets in hand and ready to roll, somewhat. 
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Berwick House Presentation 
Berwick House was on the agenda and I was there with Paul Taylor for a noon hour presentation and 

lunch, a perfect way to spend time at a senior’s retirement home.  Our Chapter was invited to entertain 

the Men’s Club at Berwick House through a showing of old car pictures and narration about those cars.  

Paul put together about 150 of his pictures that featured the cars and activities of recent May Tours, 

Red Carpet Tours and our Sunday runs.  There were 16 men from the Berwick House men’s club and 2 

maintenance employees who thoroughly enjoyed this 45 minute presentation.  The added enjoyment for 

us was to have a few of the men bring some pictures of their previous vehicles. They were, of course, 

very pleased to share some of their memories with us.  

We knew that the presentation was interesting as many of them offered interesting comments and 

asked many questions during the late morning event. 

Following the showing of these pictures we were all hosted to a special luncheon in the dining room 

that was adjacent to the theatre where we had the show.  The luncheon was exceptional but apparently 

not unusual.  How about grilled flat iron steak with sautéed portabella mushrooms, wedge fries, bean 

salad and a dessert of chocolate lava cake? (The lava was decadent warm dark chocolate).  Quite the 

usual fare we were assured.      

These invitations to share our cars, either through pictures or the actual vehicles, are always reward-

ing.    

Vancouver Chapter visit 
This visit came to us through Gary Hawthorne of the Vancouver Chapter. Paul Taylor took the pro-

posal and set to arranging the details.  The main goal for our mainland visitors was to tour the Electro 

Shine plating business in Sidney. To 

build on this visit Paul asked for some 

drivers from our Victoria Chapter and 

for an additional place of interest to 

visit. We would also host a catered 

lunch as agreed by our members at 

our February 3 meeting. 

                                                                             
Some of the group. Picture courtesy of  Ray 

Broderick.   

The plan was set for the visit to Elec-

tro Shine and to Harvey Sherman’s. A 

catered lunch would be served at the 

Roger’s BC Hazmat offices. The Victo-

ria drivers were Paul Taylor, Heinz 

Mueller, Gordie Thomas, Brent Morri-

son, Bill Bouchard, Dave Hilder, and 

Troy Archibald, an employee from BC Hazmat. Our visitors arrived on the 9 am ferry from Tsawwas-

sen, ready for the day, and we were waiting for them. 

Paul planned the day, having the 24 visiting members from Vancouver and Central Fraser Valley 

Chapters riding with our seven drivers and vehicles.  We were split into two groups for the itinerary 

with group A heading first to Electro Shine and group B going to tour at Harvey Sherman’s.  Both 

groups then were together for lunch served at BC Hazmat and the afternoon visits were switched so 

that every visitor had equal time at both locations.  On our visit we also had Vancouver member Ian 
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Bailey who came over in his 1947 Packard.   

Randy Hunter, President of Electro Shine, had set aside his business for our visit and had dedicated his 

key employees to take us through the detailed business of detailing.  Each employee explained the work 

that goes through the various stages of completing the customer’s product, with Grant showing the plat-

ing, Treg the buffing and Tom the polishing. Randy managed our visit and offered his depth of experi-

ence throughout our visit.  The professionalism and pride of each employee was obvious and the outcome 

was “brilliant”.  

Our visit with Harvey gave all of us the opportunity to see and receive an update on the restoration pro-

gress of Harvey’s 1956 Mercury.  As well, there are the other vehicles, the ’51 Ford, Model A, and ’66 Val-

iant convertible. And Sue prepared coffee and cookies for the groups.  

The visit seemed to be short but it was fully packed with activity before taking our visitors back to 

Swartz Bay for the 3 pm ferry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vancouver Chapter’s Gary Hawthorne presented plaques of appreciation to Paul Taylor for organizing the visit to 

Victoria, to Dave Rogers for opening his offices for our catered lunch and to Harvey Sherman for hosting the visit 

to his restoration project.  

Picture on right courtesy Ray Broderick, Vancouver and Central Fraser Valley Chapters. Lower pictures show some of the 

group at Electro Shine and on the right Treg is displaying the buffing process. 
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The Roar of the Twenties 
 Al Kent forwarded the following information for our newsletter. The copy is from the book, The Roar of the Twenties, writ-

ten by Canadian journalist, historian, and author, James H. Gray, CM AOE (1906-1998). Published by Macmillan of Canada in 

1975 the book is available at your public library and at some book stores. 

The bonanza crop of 1915 was the benchmark against which all other crops were measured for thirty 

years.  In many places the wheat went forty bushels to the acre – 13.8 million-than ever planted be-

fore.  When the crop was finally delivered there was enough money for just about anything a farmer’s 

heart could desire.  For more land.  For the breaking of another quarter section.   For the down pay-

ment on that most fascinating of all gadgets, the new light gasoline-burning tractor that would pull a 

three-bottom plow. And so far down the list that it was lost to sight was a new house, electrically 

lighted by a Delco plant, and with inside plumbing.  At the very top of the list was the purchase of an 

automobile. 
 

The lifelong love affair of prairie farmers with the internal combustion engine in general, and the mo-

tor car in particular, erupted out of nowhere in 1916, and a star-crossed affair it was for the next dec-

ade.  The choice of makes and models offered the farmers in 1916-1917 was bewilderingly broad, but 

ultimately the Model T Ford became the popular choice, and for a curious reason.  It was no more rug-

ged than the Gray Dort, the Maxwell, or the Chevrolet, which meant that it was barely equal to the 

challenge to the dirt roads and mud holes of the West.  But when a Model T broke down, the dealer 

who sold it had a stock of parts needed for repairs, and the parts were cheap.  So the downtime for the 

Ford was less than that of other makes, even if some of the other cars cost two or three times the $745 

price tag on the 1916 Fords. 
 

It was the automobile, for those who owned them, that put word `neighboring ‘into the language of the 

prairies.  On Sunday afternoon after church a family with a car could call on friends ten or fifteen 

miles away and still get home in time by milking-time.  In the process they could often drop in –“go 

neighboring “on other farmers along the way. 

 

By 1921 there were seventy thousand cars and trucks in the farm yards of the prairies.  The persis-

tent attraction of cars for farmers is difficult to understand in the face of their almost total unreliabil-

ity.  They were so hopeless in cold weather that most farmers jacked the wheels up onto blocks in De-

cember and left them there until spring.  Not only were they difficult to crank into life in cold weath-

er, but radiators filled at the outset with boiling water had a tendency to develop cold spots and freeze 

solid.  Gear grease turned to ice and engine oil congealed.  This led to attempts to heat engine blocks 

with blow torches-with predicable results.  Even when minor miracles occurred and the cars were ca-

joled into running; it was seldom worth the effort.  Not even the isinglass side curtains could make 

the open touring cars habitable in winter.  Nevertheless, being able to afford a car became the goal of 

every farm family on the prairies from 1920 onward. 
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Gotta Luv it 
This was our February Sunday run, the day after Valentines Day. The lovely afternoon brought a good 

participation for the drive that was put together by  Becky and Dave Rogers.  The numbers were fantas-

tic for this day with 34 cars and 46 people participating on a drive of 32 miles that consumed 1 hour and 

40 minutes.   

I believe that most of us had the early part of the drive organized with the appropriate turns and direc-

tions but as we got to lower Cook, the Gonzales Bay and south Oak Bay part of the afternoon there was 

definitely some side drift. Some individual anarchy took affect in turns, directions and priorities. 

Budding flowers, blossoming trees, and at least one home owner mowing his front lawn are positive re-

minders of why we live in Victoria and host a Sunday run throughout the year.  While the great day 

brought out more members for this Sunday, the day also allowed more residents (and visitors) to be rid-

ing bikes, walking along the beachfront and waving at vintage vehicles.   

Our rainbow at the end of this drive was the Accent Inn on Blanshard with refreshments limited to cof-

fee and tea.  No early dinner at this stop for us, so home to a quickly crafted (not Krafted!) dinner. 

 

Top left and centre pic-

tures courtesy of Rich-

ard Johnson.   


